
Two quotes from Christopher Columbus: First: “For the 
execution of the voyage to the Indies, I did not make use 
of intelligence, mathematics or maps.” Then: “I propose 
to construct a new chart for navigating, on which I shall 
delineate all the sea and lands of the Ocean in their 
proper positions under their bearings; and further, I pro-
pose to prepare a book, and to put down all as it were in 
a picture, by latitude from the equator, and western lon-
gitude.” 
 

The Correction 
 
This issue we use the correction as a lens to focus on our 
stock-market timing tools and techniques. I’ll start at the 
end of the correction with a Bollinger Bands analysis 
then we’ll look at a tool that we haven't discussed for a 
long time, the late Jim Alphier’s Urgent Selling, which 
is used to detect over-sold conditions. 
 
A word about over-sold and over-bought. The classic 
market technicians used the terms to mean the utter ex-
haustion of all buying or selling pressure, the nadirs of 
bear markets and the summits of bull runs. Today these 
terms are used far more loosely, but I cleave to an older 
sense; moments in which all the selling that needs to be 
done has been accommodated or, conversely, all the 
buying. These ideas are of course fractal with respect to 
time frames. For me it is the intermediate-term from the 
years in which I learned the craft; weeks and/or months, 
the big swings on the daily and weekly charts. 
 
Like many accomplished technicians of yore Jim 
Alphier found that counting was a useful and powerful 
tool; many of his indicators have a relatively simple 
counting mechanism at their core. Fred Wynia recalls 
that Jim used to meet with Tom DeMark in NYC back 
in the day. That makes perfect sense as they had many 
ideas in common and in many ways they were kindred 
spirits. Their relationship was interesting in another di-
mension as well, both were initially involved in futures, 
where high leverage is a major factor and thus timing is 
crucial. Indeed, many of the most important technical 
tools have their roots in futures trading: Donchian, Kelt-
ner, Lane, Wilder… Later in their careers they both be-
came involved in the stock market. 
 
Let’s start with Tom DeMark, who is perhaps best 
known for his Sequential indicator. (Tom has created a 

wide variety of tools and techniques that are well worth 
your study; however they are beyond the scope of our 
purpose here.) Sequential is a perfect example of a 
counting indicator. A Sequential buy begins with a short
-term price reversal down called a flip*; in an uptrend it 
must be a down flip and it is the first piece of a Sequen-
tial setup. Next Sequential enters a setup phase in which 
nine bars have to have lower closes than the close of 
four periods earlier. When Setup is complete Sequential 
then enters the final countdown phase in which 13 bars 
have to close lower than the high two periods prior. A 
Sequential sell is the just the opposite. There is a lot 
more to a Sequential buy than that brief outline, an inter-
section phase for stocks, recycling, qualifiers and more, 
but the essential thrust is that you are counting down 
days into an oversold condition. Like many other ap-
proaches Sequential is capable of identifying oversold 
situations, but can easily be overrun in major declines. 
In fact, Tom proposed an intersection rule, which re-
quires some strength between Setup and Countdown to 
try to avoid being early in major down trends and dying 
stocks. See the Reading Rack section for recommenda-
tions for a nearly unknown book by Tom and a book by 
a dedicated disciple if you want to learn more about 
Tom DeMark’s work. 
 
* A flip is a perfect example of a simple counting tech-
nique. A negative flip occurs when the four day rate of 
change flips from positive to negative. A positive flip is 
the opposite. 
 
Jim Alphier wrote a pair of articles for Barron’s in the 
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late 1970’s, the first on Urgent Selling and the second 
on Prolonged Liquidation. I’ll focus of Urgent Selling 
here, as Prolonged Liquidation is simply a longer-term 
version of Urgent Selling that is only useful in real bear 
markets. Urgent Selling counts the number of days in 
the past 15 trading days (three weeks) that have been 
down. A signal is generated when 12 of the 15 are 
down. There are many ways to measure that, 12 or 
more, 80% or higher, a ratio of four-to-one, but they all 
get at the same condition; an excessive plurality of 
down days in a short span, which is a first principle in 
our view. Jim’s first attempt at a longer-term version of 

this indicator was to look for groups of Urgent Selling 
signals occurring close together. A couple of years later 
came Prolonged Liquidation which signaled when there 
were 17 more down days than up days in 14 weeks. Ad-
justing for non-trading days, that is approximately 
62.3% down days over fourteen weeks. There are nine 
non-trading days in the US in a year, so 14 weeks will 
likely have two non-trading days. The fourteen weeks 
encompassing the Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Years 
and Martin Luther King holidays would have four for 66 
trading days and the late summer/early fall span would 
have just one, Labor Day, for 69 trading days in the 14-

The Volatility Index — VIX — One Year 

Value Line Arithmetic — One Year 
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The VIX pattern is just what we 
look for as a decline ends. 
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A small divergence and it was 
correction time. 

 

NYSE Composite and New Highs / New Lows Histogram — Daily — One Year 

NYSE Composite and  Advance - Decline Line — Daily — One Year 

We are in a basing period; the key will 
be new lows drying up and new highs 
starting to expand.  

Starting to look a bit better. 
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week span. So, using an average of 2 days, 14 weeks 
times 5 days is 70, less 2 is 68, which works out to a 
signal occurring on the 43rd down day in the past 68. In 
percentage terms a signal occurs when more than 62% 
of trading days are down days in 14 weeks. You could 
adjust that for the time of the year, but I think that the 
basic idea is clear and robust; a plurality of down days 
equals an over-sold condition that investors should pay 
attention to. 
 
On October 11th as the S&P made the first part of a 

Bollinger Bands W bottom, the ‘momentum low’, we 
got the first Urgent Selling signal. Then on October 
24th, as the market was pulling into the second part of 
its Bollinger Band W bottom, the ‘price low’--when 
analyzing bottoms of this sort we refer to the initial low 
as the momentum low and the final low as the price low-
-the S&P generated a second Urgent Selling signal at an 
even greater level of intensity, 13 down days in 15. 
 
From a Bollinger Bands perspective the S&P 500 made 
a classic Bollinger Bands W bottom, a new low in price 

FTSE — Daily—One Year 

Shanghai — Daily — One Year 
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While lecturing in 
Shanghai I called for a 
market bottom on this 
day. So far, so good. 
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that is not a new low in relation to the Bollinger Bands, 
with the troughs of the W occurring on October 11th 
and 29th. As detailed above there was confirmation 
from Urgent Selling signals and there was also confir-
mation from %b and BandWidth, the two most im-
portant Bollinger Bands indicators. %b’s trough came 
on the 10th at -0.46 and was +0.08 at the price low on 
the 24th, a wide positive divergence. In addition, Band-
Width, which tells us how wide the bands are, turned 
down the day after the price low, on the 30th. We would 
normally like to see BandWidth turn down shortly after 
the momentum low, but all that is required for confirma-
tion is that it turn down in the vicinity of the formation. 
In addition BandWidth turned down from a very high 
level, which was consistent with levels seen at other 
important lows. 
 
That Bollinger Bands W may have marked the end of 
the formal part of the correction, but did it mark an im-
portant buying opportunity? The simple answer is no, 
but it likely set one up. These corrections almost always 
need some recovery time in their wake, time that we call 
base building. Basing sets the stage for a recovery phase 
and may usher in a reinvigorated bull market. Reinvig-
orated? Exactly. So much damage has been done that 
there needs to be both time for recovery and re-
vitalization of the leaders, or, preferably, new vigorous 
leadership. One facet of base building is usually a retest
(s) of the lows, and sometimes what we call a Spring, a 
surge to new lows that is immediately reversed by the 
return to the trading range. 
 

This correction started in the micro-cap stocks and 
stepped through the small-caps, mid-caps, large-caps 
and finally devastated the tech leadership. The micro-
caps put in the same W bottoms as the rest of the market 
and are now back (successfully?) retesting their lows. 
This seems key to me, as a breakdown in this sector 
could herald another leg down in the market. If we are 
to hold here, we really need to see a bid on these smaller 
stocks. See the chart of IWC on page 13, a micro-cap 
ETF which corrected by 17%. At the other end of the 
spectrum are the FAANG stocks, the tech giants that 
corrected by 29% on average and are also back down 
retesting support. Annotated FAANG chart on page 12. 
 
In the end, a correction is a counter trend move that re-
lieves the excesses of a bull run and sets the stage for a 
continued uptrend. So far the evidence suggests that we 
have seen a correction and are in a basing/recovery peri-
od. 
 

The Core Portfolio 
 
When we are in a pullback and are stopped out of indi-
vidual positions yet wish to maintain some exposure our 
method has always been to use the big ETFs like SPY, 
the S&P 500, MDY, the S&P 400, and IJR, the S&P 
600, large-, mid- and small-cap stocks respectively. In 
this case SPY seems the most appropriate. See the Port-
folio section for some individual recommendations. 
 
 
 

Treasury Rates — One Year 

A little relief from the rally in 
interest rates is creating a nice 
selling opportunity for bonds.  
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Crude Oil Futures — CL — One Year 

 

Fossil Fuel Stocks 
 
I’ve got to stop calling this section energy, so much else 
is going on in the sector. Even the major oil companies 
are reformulating themselves towards being integrated 
energy companies, which makes a lot of sense as they 
have plenty of capital to make investments in thing like 
solar, geothermal, tidal and the like. Who can build that 
stuff if not big oil? And they know precisely how to 
scale and run big projects. Think that building a solar 
farm is tough after building and running refineries? 

Want tidal? Why not use someone who has experience 
running offshore platforms? Desalination? Why not 
check in with an old oil boiler? I’m sure that you get the 
idea; these giant firms aren’t just going to sit back and 
allow themselves become fossilized like their fuels. 
 
For years I have viewed the fossil fuel portion of the 
energy sector as a source of funds and I still think that is 
the correct analysis in the long term. However, we are 
currently in a very special situation created by a sharp 
decline in the price of crude oil. The oil stocks by and 
large have not echoed the decline in crude and crude 

Big Oil Stock Index — XOI — One Year 
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A huge decline in crude 
oil, but look at the index 
of big oil stocks above. 
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I think that this divergence with 
crude  is worth at least a rally 
back to the breakdown point. 
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generated Urgent Selling signals at its low. At minimum 
we think that there is a recovery trade here in the oil 
stocks and that it has the potential to be more than a 
rally driven by a snap back in crude from an extremely 
oversold condition. And there are those still juicy divi-
dends to sweeten the deal. I’d like to try some trades 
with the idea of adding to them if they work with stops 
just below their recent lows that we will increment as 
progress is made. And who knows, if they do well 
enough and seem to have futures rather than pasts may-
be we’ll keep ‘em. 
 

See recommendations in the Portfolio section. 
 

Interest Rates 
 
Looks like it is time for a counter-trend move in interest 
rates. Double tops are evident in most series and I think 
that the market is getting the idea that the Fed may not 
be as aggressive as they had expected. For those of you 
with bond holdings that you want to reduce, this rally in 
bond prices and reduction in interest rates could be a 
neat opportunity. 

 

Oil Service Index — OSX — One Year 

Silver Futures — SI — One Year 
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I think that we are moving 
into an accumulation phase.  
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Oil service stocks got hit way worse than 
big oil, but even they have diverged with 
crude. Oil service for speculators, big oil 
for more conservative accounts. 
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Commodity Prices — DBC — One Year 

Exchange Rates 
 
It seems that I have to rethink the heading of all the sec-
tions of the letter. This used to be “The Dollar” or 
“Forex” or “Foreign Exchange”, but today's landscape is 
shifting with the introduction of new and competing 
stores of value and currencies, so “Exchange Rates” 
seems like a better moniker, at least for now. 
 
The US dollar remains in its stable uptrend channel, 
near its upper limit and shows no signs of topping or 
internal weakness. Bitcoin on the other hand is anything 
but stable. The recent base has been penetrated to the 
downside after a massive Bollinger Bands Squeeze on 
both the daily and the weekly charts. This puts me in 
mind of a Wyckoff Spring after an Accumulation Base. 
Here are a couple of good articles about Wyckoff. The 
first is by Hank Pruden and the second is by Jim Forte. 
 
http://bit.ly/2I2HXoo 

http://bit.ly/2Pvepa4 

These won’t make you an expert Wyckoff analyst, but 
there is more than enough there to help you grasp the 
basics, which can be really helpful in my view. 
 
In order for it to be a valid Spring we have to get back 
into the trading range fast, a proposition that looks 
doubtful. Annotated chart on page 10. 
 
 

Reading Rack 
 
A few years ago I asked Tom DeMark what he thought 
were the best books on his indicators. The first book he 
named was “DeMark on Day Trading Options”, 1999, 
McGraw Hill. He said the book was unfortunately 
themed, his publisher’s idea, but that it contained accu-
rate and clear descriptions of his indicators. I agree. Ja-
son Perl’s “DeMark Indicators”, 2010, Bloomberg 
Press, was the second book he mentioned and I agree 
with that choice as well. A couple of years later I had 
the pleasure of meeting Jason; he works in London, and 
I was impressed by his all-around market knowledge 
and deep specialization in Tom DeMark’s work. 
 
In a typical DeMark analysis there are many moving 
pieces, often with complex relationships. Some have 
said that Tom and his work are hard to understand. I 
don’t agree, but I do understand. The problem is that his 
thinking is unique and may not be intuitive to many—
drawing trend lines from right to left for example. His 
work is complex, he is very intense, and his presentation 
is dense. Time taken to study and understand his work 
will be well rewarded in market knowledge and under-
standing even if you don’t end up using it as he does. I 
have always had a great deal of interest in his indicators 
as he often touches on first principles of the market with 
his tools and one can learn a lot by studying them. 
 
Tom prides himself on his market calls, which he makes 
by using a wide and ever-changing variety of his tools 
and techniques. I have absolutely no interest in them. I 
have seen some great calls and some terrible calls; the 
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indicator, DBC is almost completely 
controlled by fossil fuels.  
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problem is that I have no way to consistently evaluate 
them when they are made, as they are all made different-
ly. The bane of many traders has been trying to systema-
tize DeMark analysis; perhaps some things are best left 
to Tom. Indeed systematizing Hurst and DeMark have 
long been striven-for grails. 
 
Finally, if you are interested in counting and Sequential 
you should have a look at Combo, Sequential’s straight-
laced and dour sister. 
 

Shanghai 
 
I recently addressed a couple of sessions for serious 
investors in Shanghai. The audiences were knowledgea-
ble and curious. It seems that Bollinger Bands have be-
come one of the most popular tools for investing in Chi-
na. I spoke first thing in the morning. The man who 
spoke in the afternoon, Mr. Luo, has researched Bol-
linger Bands for ten years and written an impressive 
book on using them, sorry only published in traditional 
Chinese. The woman who spoke in the morning after 
my session, Ms. Zhang, was also an expert on Bollinger 
Bands, but she had a surprise for me. It seems that one 
of her students, a 94 year old woman, yes that’s right, 
94, had been having problems trading successfully until 
she had discovered Bollinger Bands. Ever since she 
learned how to use them she has been quite successful. 
Imagine that, learning new tricks at 94. I am so im-
pressed I don’t know what to say. I hope to have pic-
tures of me with Ms. Zhang, Mr. Luo and my oldest 
student by the next newsletter. Utterly humbled by all 
that!  
 
Finally, my talks in Shanghai were on November 3rd 
and 4th. At that time I forecast that we had seen a bot-
tom in the Shanghai Composite. So far, so good and the 
first bit of confirmation is in place, a similar rally in the 
Shenzhen Composite. 

 

View from the Beach 
 
The two quotes at the start of the letter strike me as a 
typical trader/investor’s path. Set off on the voyage, 
learn how it’s done, then set it down for others. 
 

Ice Breaker 
 
If ever there was a crucible in which to test Ice Breaker 
the recent correction was it. The tables on pages 14 and 
15 summarize the results over the past two years and 
present all the trades since mid year. Note that even the 
worst hit sectors IJR and MDY, small- and mid-cap 
stocks, still have attractive results with a number of 
small losses having piled up during the correction. 
 

Thank You 
 
Thanksgiving has always been my favorite holiday. It 
just seems so right and appropriate, a day to say thank 
you for all we have; for family, for friends, for heath and 
for wealth in whatever form it may take. I would like to 
take a moment on behalf of my family and me to say 
“Thank you.” Your company is much appreciated on 
this journey that we are on together. The first few lines 
of an Irish blessing seem appropriate: 
 
May the road rise up to meet you. 
May the wind be always at your back. 
May the sun shine warm upon your face. 
 
The fourth line is especially poignant for those of us that 
live in drought country. 
 
May the rain fall softly upon your fields. 
… 
 
Once again, thank you. 
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Bitcoin — Daily — One Year 
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A Bollinger Bands Squeeze lead to a break-
down in Bitcoin. Will this prove to be a 
Wyckoff Spring? Time will tell, but that is 
not an auspicious start. 

ETF Portfolios 

ETF Portfolios Symbol Date Purchase Current Dividends Return Rank

Selected Price Price

Style (# in 21)

S&P 500 IVV 9/21/2018 293.09 275.74 1.27 -5.49% 4

Russell 1000 Growth IWF 2/10/2017 111.06 141.89 2.32 29.85% 9

Large Cap Growth IVW 7/27/2108 167.83 163.34 0.47 -2.39% 6

International (# in 24)

Russia RSX 11/2/2018 21.35 21.01 0.00 -1.59% 2

Switzerland EWL 8/3/2018 34.42 32.91 0.00 -4.37% 6

Brazil EWZ 10/12/2018 40.48 40.48 0.00 0.00% 1

Sector (# in 27)

Healthcare XLV 11/2/2018 89.92 92.04 0.00 2.36% 4

Utilities XLU 10/19/2018 54.39 54.88 0.00 0.90% 9

Consumer Staples XLP 10/19/2108 54.49 56.06 0.00 2.88% 10

Portfolio Notes: Smaller stocks are trying to regain 
some relative strength, but without a lot of success yet. 
Meanwhile value is picking up strength relative to 
growth, especially for large stocks. The Value Line Plan 
remains in the market. With the Value Line Geometric 
Average at 532.75, the Friday sell stop stands at 527.01. 
There are no changes to the ETF portfolios this week. 
 
Here are three oil service stocks for speculators, HAL, 
KEG and SLB. The charts look terrible, but if crude 
bounces they could get a bid. For investors here are 
three integrated oil companies with interesting chart 

patterns and nice dividends, RDS.B, XOM, BP. No 
stops for these just yet, need a bit more trading data be-
fore I can set them reasonably. 
 
The ETF that I am most interested in at the moment is 
IWC, the micro-cap ETF, which is being added to the 
Core Portfolio with a stop under its recent lows. I think 
that all the FAANG stocks, with the exception of FB, 
are setting up buys. Of them GOOG and AMZN have 
the most advanced charts. As the base after the correc-
tion continues to form, ever more opportunities will 
develop. For example look to the home improvement 

Portfolio Notes  — Continued next page 
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stores like HD, which sports a nice W bottom with an 
Urgent Selling signal on the way down. EEM, our 
emerging markets marker is being moved to a trial posi-

tion, say 50% of a normal position size. Finally the gold 
stocks look to be completing a base and trying to enter a 
rally phase; I have no interest but you might... 

Portfolio Notes Continued 

Slot Name Symbol Entry Entry Current Divid. Total Mental Action

Date Price Price Return Stop

Core Portfolio - US Equities

1 Healthcare ETF IYH 01/14/17 147.28      191.80      2.47      31.9% 185.00 Hold

2 S&P 500 SPY 77.84        -       260.00 Filler

3 Microcap IWC 11/17/18 92.15        92.15        -       0.0% 90.50 Buy

4 Home Depot HD 11/17/18 173.99      173.99      -       0.0% 166.00 Buy

Core Portfolio - International

1 Japan EWJ 12/14/12 44.99        54.45        1.81      25.1% Hold

2 World VEU 10/19/15 45.53        48.04        2.91      11.9% Hold

3 Int'l Property ETF WPS 05/26/17 37.43        35.64        1.70      -0.2% Hold

4 Emerging Markets EEM 11/17/18 40.43        40.43        -       0.0% Trial 

5 Emerging Markets VWO 08/04/18 43.01        39.13        0.48      -7.9% Trial 

Energy Trials

1 British Petroleum BP 11/17/18 40.79        40.79        -       0.0% conserv

2 Royal Dutch B RDS.B 11/17/18 61.63        61.63        -       0.0% conserv

3 Exxon Mobile XOM 11/17/18 78.99        78.99        -       0.0% conserv

4 Hallibuton HAL 11/17/18 33.01        33.01        -       0.0% spec

5 Key KEG 11/17/18 8.32          8.32          -       0.0% spec

6 Schluberger SLB 11/17/18 48.36        48.36        -       0.0% spec

Core Portfolio - Dividend

1 General Mills GIS 05/11/18 42.58        44.30        0.98      6.3% Hold

2 IBM IBM 05/11/18 144.63      120.29      1.57      -15.7% Hold

3 Sanofi-Aventis SNY 05/11/18 38.58        44.95        -       16.5% Hold

4 Verizon VZ 05/11/18 48.59        60.48        1.19      26.9% Hold

Core Portfolio - Yield

1 Barclays High Yield JNK 02/20/09 29.17        34.57        24.15    101.3% Hold

2 iShares High Yield HYG 02/20/09 69.98        83.09        48.76    88.4% Hold

3 PS Finan. Preferred PGF 03/13/09 8.35          17.60        13.47    272.1% Hold

Cash

1 Doubleline Low DurationDBLSX 09/15/17 10.09        9.93          0.30      1.4% Hold

2 Vanguard Short Term VCSH 09/15/17 79.79        77.72        2.10      0.0% Hold
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Sector Grid 

 FAANG — One Year 

FAANG is back retesting 
its lows, looks like a suc-
cessful retest so far. 

I see the comeback of 
real estate as the big 
story in this grid.  
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Micro-cap ETF — IWC — One year 

 Home Deport — HD — One Year 
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Stop should be just under 
the initial lows. 

Lovely Bollinger Bands 
W bottoms springing up 
all over the place. 
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The following are the Ice Breaker trades from mid year (including the entire span of the correction) and the stats for 
the past two years for the five ETFs we monitor. The total return number is for two years worth of trading and is 
not annualized. Of the monitored ETFs, the correction hit the mid- and small-cap ETFs hardest, but they still have 
positive stats for the two year horizon. For comparison the S&P 500 Index was up 26.2% for the same two year 
period. Please note that some trades overlapped creating simultaneous positions and that we account for each trade 
in a serial manner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The IJR and MDY tables are on the next page. 
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Continued from the pervious page. 


